
IBPS RRB CLERK PRE EXAM ANALYSIS

TOPIC LEVEL No. Of QUESTIONS
Alphabetical Series   Easy 5

Numeric Series Single Lengthy Row 5

Coding Decoding               
(conditional)

Easy 5

Inequality Single And Double Statement 5

Syllogism Three Statement 5

Odd one out Simple 1

Direction Basic 1

Coding Pair 1

Miscellaneous Easy 2

Sitting Single row All members facing North
(Easy to Moderate)

5

Floor Arrangement Eight Floors
(Easy to Moderate)

5



CODING DECODING
In a certain code language, 
‘known life happy friend’ is written as ‘5urev 4ulfi 5urev 6hrc’,
‘moon white happy child’ is written as ‘4ulfi 5urev 5urev 5urev’’ 
‘life child white snow’ is written as ‘4ulfi 5urev 5urev 4ulfi’ 
‘happy white colour smile’ is written as ‘5urev 5urev 6hrc 5urev’

Q.1: What is possible code for ‘on’?/ ‘on’ के लिए संभावित 
कोड क्या होगा?

(1) 2halo                   (2) 2reeg
(3) 2gdl                (4) 3gkr 
(5) 3ruw



CODING DECODING
In a certain code language, 
‘known life happy friend’ is written as ‘5urev 4ulfi 5urev 6hrc’,
‘moon white happy child’ is written as ‘4ulfi 5urev 5urev 5urev’’ 
‘life child white snow’ is written as ‘4ulfi 5urev 5urev 4ulfi’ 
‘happy white colour smile’ is written as ‘5urev 5urev 6hrc 5urev’

Q.2: What does ‘3gsivv’ stand for in possibility?/ ‘3gsivv’ 
के लिए संभावित कोड क्या होगा?

(1) great (2) norm
(3) fear                     (4) war
(5) onion



CODING DECODING
In a certain code language, 
‘known life happy friend’ is written as ‘5urev 4ulfi 5urev 6hrc’,
‘moon white happy child’ is written as ‘4ulfi 5urev 5urev 5urev’’ 
‘life child white snow’ is written as ‘4ulfi 5urev 5urev 4ulfi’ 
‘happy white colour smile’ is written as ‘5urev 5urev 6hrc 5urev’

Q.3: ‘2gdl 5urev 3gsivv’ could be a code for which of the 
following? 

(1) to love ones (2) he helps her
(3) he never do (4) is he smile
(5) who do this



CODING DECODING
In a certain code language, 
‘known life happy friend’ is written as ‘5urev 4ulfi 5urev 6hrc’,
‘moon white happy child’ is written as ‘4ulfi 5urev 5urev 5urev’’ 
‘life child white snow’ is written as ‘4ulfi 5urev 5urev 4ulfi’ 
‘happy white colour smile’ is written as ‘5urev 5urev 6hrc 5urev’

Q.4: What is the code for ‘Intelligent’? ‘Intelligent’ के लिए 
कोड क्या है?

(1) 11vovecv (2) 11vovmje 
(3) 11vovevm (4) 11eovmje 
(5) 11vovepp



CODING DECODING
In a certain code language, 
“people want to go there” is written as “12-8-4-4-10”, 
“you want to leave” is written as “6-8-4-10”, 
“some people want dance” is written as “8-12-8-10”.

Q.5: What is the code for “bestseller”? “bestseller” के लिए 
कोड क्या है?

(1) 20 (2) 9 
(3) 10 (4) 18 
(5) 16



CODING DECODING
In a certain code language, 
“people want to go there” is written as “12-8-4-4-10”, 
“you want to leave” is written as “6-8-4-10”, 
“some people want dance” is written as “8-12-8-10”.

Q.6: Which of the following represents the code of “2-16”?
निम्ि में से कौि सा “2-16” के कोड का प्रनतनिधित्ि करता 
है?

(1) to hardcover (2) to preprint
(3) a preprint (4) a hardcover
(5) a man



CODING DECODING
In a certain code language, 
“people want to go there” is written as “12-8-4-4-10”, 
“you want to leave” is written as “6-8-4-10”, 
“some people want dance” is written as “8-12-8-10”.

Q.7: “10” stands for-
“10” का अर्थ है-

(1) go   (2) either
(3) you (4) want
(5) leave



CODING DECODING
In a certain code language, 
“people want to go there” is written as “12-8-4-4-10”, 
“you want to leave” is written as “6-8-4-10”, 
“some people want dance” is written as “8-12-8-10”.

Q.8: Which of the following may represent “some people 
like dance”?
निम्ि में से कौि सा “some people like dance” को 
दर्ाायेगा? (1) 8-12-8-10  (2) 8-12-8-8

(3) 8-10-8-10 (4) 8-8-8-10
(5) 8-12-8-2



CODING DECODING
In a certain code language, 
G P Y B is written as 20 11 02 25.
W Q O T is written as 04 10 12 07.
A S X V is written as 26 08 03 05.

Q.9: What is the code for ‘ENGLISH’?/‘ENGLISH’ के लिए 
कोड क्या है?

(1) 12-14-07-12-09-19-08         (2) 22-13-20-15-18-08-19 
(3) 12-14-07-12-09-08-15 (4) 22-13-20-11-18-08-19
(5) 22-11-20-15-18-01-19 



CODING DECODING
In a certain code language, 
G P Y B is written as 20 11 02 25.
W Q O T is written as 04 10 12 07.
A S X V is written as 26 08 03 05.

Q.10: What is the code for ‘M’? / ‘M’ के लिए कोड क्या है?

(1) 13        (2) 14
(3) 12       (4) 16
(5) 26 



CODING DECODING
In a certain code language, 
G P Y B is written as 20 11 02 25.
W Q O T is written as 04 10 12 07.
A S X V is written as 26 08 03 05.

Q.11: Code 20-12-15-23-22-13 is indicated by which of the 
following words?/ कोड 20-12-15-23-22-13 निम्ि शब्दों में से 
ककसके द्िारा दशाथता जाता है? 

(1) SILVER        (2) GOLDEN
(3) PRAYER     (4) GRAPES
(5) GROWTH



CODING DECODING
In a certain code language,
“Use without diverted problem” is written as “11vf  10nk  12ww  2gd”
“Love work gives me” is written as “1vo  2pd  4vn  3ht”
“Things proper place after” is written as “9hg  10ik  10vk  8iz”
“something between creation and” is written as “5th  8wz  7mx  6my”

Q.12: What is the code for “puzzle”?

(1) 10tk (2) 10vk
(3) 10 ik (4) 10in
(5) 10ht



CODING DECODING
In a certain code language,
“Use without diverted problem” is written as “11vf  10nk  12ww  2gd”
“Love work gives me” is written as “1vo  2pd  4vn  3ht”
“Things proper place after” is written as “9hg  10ik  10vk  8iz”
“something between creation and” is written as “5th  8wz  7mx  6my”

Q.13: What is the code for "solve moving there"? 

(1) 5hg  4ik  9vg (2) 5vh 9hg  10ik 
(3) 9hg  10ik  10vk (4) 5vh  4tn  9vg
(5) 5vh  4vn  3ht



CODING DECODING
In a certain code language,
“Use without diverted problem” is written as “11vf  10nk  12ww  2gd”
“Love work gives me” is written as “1vo  2pd  4vn  3ht”
“Things proper place after” is written as “9hg  10ik  10vk  8iz”
“something between creation and” is written as “5th  8wz  7mx  6my”

Q.14: What is the code for “condition”?

(1) 8mc (2) 8vk
(3) 7nx (4) 6vy
(5) 7mx


